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Abstract

The purpose of this research paper is to analyze the matching factors between the human expectation of accounting job cognitive ability needed and the actual cognitive ability requirement of those jobs and how this relationship impacts job performance. First, based on the human information processing theory and previous research of cognitive ability analysis related to jobs, this paper proposes a research model to analyze the cognitive abilities’ matching factors between human expectation and actual job requirements of accounting jobs. Secondly, seven propositions are developed based on this research model. Thirdly, an instrument is developed to quantitatively measure these matching factors on job performance. Finally, theoretical and practical implications associated with the accounting job design are also presented in this paper.
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Introduction

In the current era, accounting jobs involve complicated tasks and activities that require heightened cognitive activities by the accounting professionals. Furthermore, individual accounting professionals often approach these high mental workloads in different ways. Consequently, accounting professionals often create high mental workloads, and different individuals approach each task and activities.

Most of the accounting jobs involve a large number of cognitive tasks and activities. These jobs require high cognitive capabilities from the human side and may produce high human mental workloads. However, cognitive or mental abilities vary among individual job incumbents. Hence, the design of accounting jobs that match job requirements with human expectations on
cognitive abilities may influence cognitive job performance (Wei and Salvendy, 2000; 2004). A good match on cognitive abilities may increase job performance (such as productivity) and human welfare (such as health, safety, motivation and satisfaction).

Most research on cognitive ability analysis on jobs focuses on cognitive task analysis with an emphasis at the task level. Wei and Salvendy (2000; 2004) developed a general cognitive task analysis system to capture a holistic view of cognitive abilities required by a variety of cognitive-oriented jobs. Ji and Salvendy (2019) also presented a cognitive-oriented task analysis method focusing on mobile cognitive ability analysis to further investigate accounting jobs. Campbell, Saner and Bunting (2016) presented a method to analyze cybersecurity jobs. However, these literatures did not study the impact of cognitive abilities on job performance in the cognitive domain for accounting jobs.

Furthermore, prior research only focused on some aspects of cognitive abilities in accounting jobs and did not study the match of cognitive ability requirements with human expectations (Dalton, Buchheit, and McMillan, 2014; Bagley, 2010; Lepistö, Järvenpää, Ihantola, and Tuuri, 2016; Long and Basoglu, 2016). Such a knowledge gap is an issue not only in the accounting field, but also in other professions. When this gap is filled, research on accounting jobs will become more applicable to the profession, rather than focusing on the theoretical aspects of accounting. Hence, the current research aims at investigating the cognitive ability matching impact on accounting job performance, with the goal of improving accounting job performance via job (re)design and changing potential employee’s expectations. The matching factors of cognitive abilities refer to the match of job required cognitive abilities with human expectations.

**Literature Review**

Although cognitive abilities are important in many fields, human cognition is ever so important in the modern-day field of accounting. According to Ho and Rodgers (1993), cognitive abilities involve activities such as acquiring, storing, retrieving, and transforming information, but reflects more of an individual’s level of skill, thereby changing throughout the individual’s lifetime. Furthermore, cognitive abilities analyze the individual’s ability to filter and process the source and form of financial information and to re-organize the information for decision-making. Thereby, the cognitive abilities an accountant brings to the workplace are a crucial component of
the benefits reaped from hiring the individual. For example, Fuller and Kaplan (2004) revealed that accountants conducting audits use cognitive abilities such as information handling and learning for analytical and intuitive tasks. On the other hand, according to Long and Basoglu (2016), accuracy is important for accountants working on tax, and thereby requires these accountants to possess cognitive abilities of information searching and mental execution.

Specifically, there are three tracks in the accounting domain: audit, tax, and management or consulting. According to the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) (n.d.), each track has certain cognitive abilities associated with the specific accounting job. For example, the AICPA (n.d.) explains that a Staff Auditor works under the supervision of a Senior Auditor conducting financial audits, and thereby requires information searching and handling, communication, and learning cognitive abilities to successfully undertake the job. On the other hand, an Audit Manager holds more responsibilities, such as supervising Senior and Staff Auditors, reviewing paperwork, and maintaining client relationships. Thereby, Audit Managers require almost every cognitive ability mentioned in this paper: information searching and handling, mental planning and execution, monitoring, learning, communication, and environment. On a similar note, Bagley (2010) concurs by mentioning how most auditors are under the supervision of multiple superiors, thereby requiring cognitive abilities of communication and learning. According to the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) (2013), the audit quality framework also requires auditors to exercise risk assessment, monitoring, information and communication, and control activities, which explicitly requires auditors to have cognitive abilities of information searching and handling, mental planning and execution, monitoring, learning, communication, and environment.

The AICPA (n.d.) also defines a Tax Staff as an accountant who works under the supervision of a Tax Manager, while engaging with clients, preparing tax returns, and conducting research. Consequentially, a Tax Staff would require cognitive abilities of information searching and handling, mental planning and execution, communication, and learning. Tax Managers also require almost every cognitive ability mentioned in this paper as their duties involve supervising Tax Senior and Staff, higher-level researching, and engaging with clients. Along the same lines, Rosenthal (2016) mentions how public opinion of tax accountants expects these professionals to help with tax compliance issues and prepare accurate tax returns, which consequentially leads to
tax accountants’ job requirements of cognitive abilities to include information searching and handling, mental planning and execution, communication, and environment. Roberts (1998) further elaborated by stating that the environment affects tax accountants’ decision-making process, thereby implying that the job environment is an important factor for tax accountant’s cognitive abilities.

As defined by the AICPA, Management Services/Consultants Staff work to engage with clients and are under the supervision of Managers and Seniors as well, thereby also requiring cognitive abilities of information searching and handling, communication, and learning. Similarly, a Management Services/Consulting Manager oversee operational budgets and analyze operational and internal control procedures, projects, and even departments of corporations, thereby requiring almost all the cognitive abilities mentioned in this paper, such as information searching and handling, mental planning and execution, monitoring, learning, communication, and environment.

2. In general, accounting professionals need certain cognitive abilities to properly perform their jobs, but their expectation of what cognitive abilities are required of the job may be different from the actual requirement of cognitive abilities the job entails. According to Dalton et al. (2014), accounting students’ expectations of cognitive abilities required by audit and tax jobs often differ from accounting professionals’ opinion of those same jobs. In a sense, the cognitive abilities expected by an individual before undertaking the job and afterwards can have a mismatch, thereby creating job dissatisfaction and other inefficiencies. Thereby, avoiding this mismatch can increase the efficiency and relevancy of the research on the accounting profession.

**Research Model**

The human information processing theory was developed by Salvendy and Knight (1998) to create an information processing model of human operators. This theory was further applied by Wicken (1987, 1997) to develop a resource allocation model, which is a general frame when analyzing human information processing with a focus on attention and memory. Meyer and Kieras (1997) developed a framework of human information processing for cognitive task analysis based on applying human information processing theory. This framework provides an executive process interactive control for characterizing human performance in multiple tasks in a variety of conditions. By applying human information processing theory and modifying
Wickens’ resource allocation model (1987, 1997) in the breadth and depth. Wei and Salvendy (2000) developed a human-centered cognitive performance (HCCP) model to dynamically capture the cognitive attributes based on seven functional modules, two resource modules and two affect modules. Ji and Salvendy (2019) applied this HCCP model to characterize the mobile cognitive-oriented attributes for accounting jobs. They developed a mobile cognitive task analysis (MCTA) model based on the human information processing theory. The MCTA model identifies the cognitive abilities that can be enhanced by mobile devices when performing cognitive-intensive jobs.

Based on human information processing theory and research related to cognitive ability analysis on jobs, this paper proposes a research model to capture the cognitive abilities’ matching factors and their impacts on job performance. The cognitive abilities’ matching factors are assessed based on the match of job required cognitive abilities with human expectation from accounting jobs. As depicted in Figure 1, the matching factors of cognitive abilities will positively affect the job satisfaction, which in turn will positively affect the expected job performance. The cognitive abilities factors have two classifications: primary factors (information searching, information handling, mental planning, mental execution and monitoring) and support factors (learning and communication).

Figure 1. A Research Model of Cognitive Ability Impacts on Accounting Jobs Performance
Propositions

Information searching ability is an essential cognitive ability required by accounting jobs (PCAOB, 2013; Rosenthal, 2016; Brandas et al., 2015; Lepistö, 2016; Gupta and Marshall, 2010), and thereby, a higher match between the expectation of an individual with regards to the information searching ability required of an accounting job with the actual job requirements of that job will most likely result in higher job satisfaction and motivation, and in turn result in higher job performance. This match, while important, is often lacking in the accounting profession.

**Proposition 1 on Information Searching Ability:**

*The high the A greater match of job requirement with human expectation for information searching ability will result in high satisfaction on accounting jobs.*

Information handling ability is also an essential cognitive ability required by accounting jobs (PCAOB, 2013; Rosenthal, 2016; Fuller and Kaplan, 2004; Long and Basoglu, 2016), and thereby, a higher match between the expectation of an individual with regards to the information handling ability required of an accounting job with the actual job requirements of that job will most likely result in higher job satisfaction, and in turn result in higher job performance:

**Proposition 2 on Information Handling Ability:**

*The high the A greater match of job requirement with human expectation for information handling ability will result in high satisfaction on accounting jobs*

Mental planning is a cognitive ability crucial to accountants for various tasks in their daily routine (Long and Basoglu, 2016; PCAOB, 2013), and thereby, a higher match between the expectation of an individual with regards to the mental planning ability required of an accounting job with the actual job requirements of that job will most likely result in higher job satisfaction, and in turn result in higher job performance:

**Proposition 3 on Mental Planning Ability:**

*The high the A greater match of job requirement with human expectation for mental planning ability will result in high satisfaction on accounting jobs*
Mental execution ability is a crucial component of promoting accounting job satisfaction and motivation, for this ability is a very important cognitive abilities job requirement (Long and Basoglu, 2016; PCAOB, 2013; Rosenthal, 2016), and thereby, a higher match between the expectation of an individual with regards to the mental execution ability required of an accounting job with the actual job requirements of that job will most likely result in higher job satisfaction and motivation, and in turn result in higher job performance:

**Proposition 4 on Mental Execution Ability:**

*The high the A greater match of job requirement with human expectation for mental execution ability will result in high satisfaction on accounting jobs*

Monitoring ability is a cognitive ability especially important to senior accountants, according to the AICPA. However, this ability is most definitely a crucial requirement for any accounting job (AICPA, n.d.; PCAOB, 2013; Rosenthal, 2016), and thereby, a higher match between the expectation of an individual with regards to the monitoring ability required of an accounting job with the actual job requirements of that job will most likely result in higher job satisfaction, and in turn result in higher job performance:

**Proposition 5 on Monitoring Ability:**

*The high the A greater match of job requirement with human expectation for monitoring ability will result in high satisfaction on accounting jobs*

The learning ability is one of the most prominent cognitive abilities needed for accounting jobs, especially for beginning professionals (PCAOB, 2013; Rosenthal, 2016; AICPA), and thereby a higher match between the expectation of an individual with regards to the learning ability required of an accounting job with the actual job requirements of that job will most likely result in higher job satisfaction and motivation, and in turn result in higher job performance:

**Proposition 6 on Learning Ability:**

*The high the A greater match of job requirement with human expectation for learning ability will result in high satisfaction on accounting jobs*

The cognitive ability of communication is one of the most important cognitive abilities required of accounting jobs (Levy, 2017; Rosenthal, 2016; AICPA; PCAOB, 2013), and thereby a higher
match between the expectation of an individual with regards to the communication ability required of an accounting job with the actual job requirements of that job will most likely result in higher job satisfaction and motivation, and in turn result in higher job performance:

*Proposition 7 on Communication Ability:*

The high the greater match of job requirement with human expectation for communication ability will result in high satisfaction on accounting jobs

An instrument was developed to quantitatively assess the match between the key cognitive abilities required by accounting jobs with the human job applicants’ expectation of cognitive abilities needed by accounting jobs. We borrowed items from Wei and Salvendy (2000), Davis and Bagozzi (1992), Susarla, Barua and Whinston (2003) and Venkatesh et al. (2003). The questionnaire was designed using the five-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).

**Implication, Future Research and Conclusion**

This paper aims at investigating the matching factors between the human expectation of job cognitive ability needed and the actual cognitive ability requirement of accounting jobs. It also investigates the impact of these matching factors on human job performance. A research model was developed based on the human information processing theory and previous research of cognitive ability analysis related to jobs to analyze these matching factors and their impacts on job performance. Seven propositions were also presented based on this research model. The propositions developed in this paper provide insight into how accounting job designs can be improved to provide higher levels of job satisfaction and better human performance for accounting employees.

Moreover, an instrument was developed to measure these matching factor and job satisfaction and performance. The questions in this survey asks for the match of human cognitive abilities the subject expected to need for the specific accounting job they are analyzing with the actual job requirement of human cognitive abilities for that specific accounting job.
The future research will be conducted to empirically test this research model by collecting data from accounting job performers. The differences of these propositions can also be tested between audit and tax tracks.
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